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Volume VI

October 27, 1969

Dr. Golding Extends Open
House Invitation to WSU
By PATTY BEAVER

Freshman Reporter

Issue 5

Weekly
...
Calendar
Monday, Oct. 27 ... Acc..ounting
Club meeting, 3: 15 pm, Room
305 Millet. Speaker Mr. G0gle,
CPA.
- Touch football, 2: 15, field
], White 2 VS 3.
Touch football, 3:30, field
2, White 2 vs 3.
Physics Club meeting, 3: 10
Room 240 Fawcett, speak
er - Dr. T. Listerman on
"Low
Temperature
Physics," free coffee, ALL
INVITED.
OPEN MEETING TO ALL
EDUCATION MAJORS,
meet with the Ed Profs,
2 :00 University Center,
Lower Lounge, Refresh
ments served.
TAX Forensic Club meet
ing, 3: 10 in 363 Allyn.
GUARDIAN distributed
after 2:30 in front of li
brary, Allyn cafeteria, Uni
ve/sity Center lobby and
entrances to all buildings.
...Sigma Tau
Epsilon Candy Walle - will be
collecting candy all week.
Tuesday, Oct. 28 ... Touch foot
ball, 12:50, field 1, Green 2
vs 3 .

The President's home, located
in the wooded area just off the
rear entrance to the campus, has
been of interest to the Wright
State community for several
months now. President and Mrs.
Golding have worked for several
years planning the house. The
sight was chosen because the
President felt that the house
should be a part of Wright State
University, designed to blend
with its surroundings. ·
Construction work on the
official residence of the WSU
president is nearing completion
and is to the point where the
first occupants feel safe in
announcing dates when the house
will be open for inspection.
Dr. and Mrs. Golding have
invited the entire University
community, as well as our
neighbors from the surrounding
area, to visit the house Friday,
October 31, and Saturday,
November 1, from 9 am to .4
pm.
PRESIDENT GOLDING'S home is nearing completion . The house is
Visiwrs are .&ked tO use Lhe
constructed with Cedar that was selected because of the setting. Open
Ski
Club
meeting
parking lot behind Millett Hall.
House is scheduled for sometime in November.
12:00-12:45 No 2. confer
During · an interview, Mrs. informal meeting room by the In addition, there are two
ence room in Center.
the house fits beautifully into its
Golding expressed what she and President.
outdoor decks, one off the surroundings. It is constructed of
Wednesday,
Oct. 29 ... SOCCER
The kitchen is roomy and well dining room and the other
the President felt were the
cedar and seems to be_a part of
GAME at Wittenberg, 3 :00
purposes of the house ... "It is a equipped. "It is big enough," attached to the living room.
the wooded area on whlch it has
- OPEN MEETING with SBP
residence for the president and Mrs. Golding pointed out, "that
Dr. Golding, an accomplished been built. The area surrounding
Gary Hunt in L. Lounge of
hls family, of course, not just for several people will be able to craftsman, has a special interest
Center (2:00-3:00)
President Golding, but any work there without much in the basement. On one side he the house will be landscaped, but
- SAM dinner, center
president. It should be able to inconvenience. This will be will have his shop area. One the real beauty of the structure
dining room 5-7, Mr. A. V.
meet the needs of the future perfect when a group is preparing planned project will be to make is the exterior. It is a tribute to
the designers and to the
Connelly, ·Federal Mediator
presidents of Wright State for a function or dinner."
the furniture for the cabin in Goldings, who have spent so
to speak.
University. This is why we have
The outstanding feature of the Maine that he and Mrs. Golding
living room is a large stone are building. He is interested in much time and effort in planning Thursday, Oct. 30 ... Touc\. ~
worked so hard planning it."
it.
football, 4:00 Field 2, Gold 4
Mrs. Golding went on to fireplace. Two entrances to thls mechanics, electronics and
Not oniy does it reflect its
VS 2.
relate some of the specially room will help to keep traffic woodworking. On the opposite
OPEN HEARINGS on pro
planned features of the house. moving throughout the house wall, Mrs. Golding plans to have surroundings, but it also reflects
the modern spirit of Wright State
posed CODE OF REGULA
"One thing we felt was when there is a receiving line.
a sewing area, complete with a University. Thanks to such
TIONS in Lower Hearth
The gallery, whlch has slate large cutting table. Also, the
important, was that each area
careful planning and personal
should be insured of privacy. The floors and paneled walls, was untility room will be located
Lounge, 10:00-12:00 (see
care, the Presidents of Wright
CODE this issue)
guest area is designed so that it built to accommodate receiving near the sewing area.
State have a home which will
ETE and WING Candy I
can be separated from the rest of lines. Along the gallery there are
Mrs. Golding describes the always be able to accommodate
Walk - Allyn Hall and Uni
the house by doors when in use. specially lighted places where furniture as contemporary. This,
them and their needs. It is also a
versity Center.
I
Thls area can also be closed off paintings are to be hung. A too, is an important feature of a
fine addition to the Campus.
Friday, Oct. 31 ... ·T ouch foot
when not in use, to save pow<ler room is conveniently home, so they wanted an interior
ball, 4:00, Field 2, Gold 2 vs 1
located near the gallery.
upkeep."
designer who would be able to
3.
The only room that can be understand their needs. They
The key word for the house is
NEXUS WSU's
- . Sigma Tau Epsilon Hallow
flexibility. The rooms can be seen from the front of the house chose Mr. James T. Fitzgerald,
Literary Magazine
een Party.
used as they are now, or altered is the President's study. The who is also an architect. The
OPEN HEARINGS on pro
to fit future needs. For main study can be seen from the furniture has been chosen
Needs Staff
posed Code of REGULAexample .. .if at some time a · bridge; but there are two other carefully so that it will not
TI 0 NS in
L. Hearth
president or his wife should be sectio~s which cannot be seen. detract from the house, but
NEXUS is now accepting
Lounge
of Center,
unable to walk up stairs, the One is a storage room for fil_e rather, will enhance it.
applications for the Nexus staff
present guest rooms would cabinets and records; the ?ther is
The plans for the house came Positions open are: Art Editor,
2:00-4:00.
The Miami Valley Arts Coun
become the President's bedroom a study carrel. The carrel is much about in an unusual way. Mrs.
Business Manager; Sales Manager.
cil compiles ·a calendar of cul
area and the guest area would be like the small . stu_dy . areas Golding explained...they listed
Students interested in these
tural events in the Dayton area. :
on the second floor. If a available in the university library. all the needs that they have had
positions, should list their
The latest calendar, covering
President has a large family, the It has a desk area and the wal~s in the past, their present needs,
qualificatzons, student standing, the period from October 1, 1969
guest rooms would then become are _l~ed with bookshelves. This and future needs. Then they
and give a phone number. Other
to February 1, 197.0, is available
extra rooms for family members. addition to the_ study.. was considered all the possible needs
students interested in working on in the Communications Office
· b ed rooms, designed to provide additional the future presidents and their
The h ouse has SIX
1
Nexus in other capacities should
th
nd families might have. They tried indicate area of interest and give Saturday, Oct.
complete with bath, a family woTrkhspa~.
2 5 . . . New
e o y rooi:n on, e seco
room, study, dining room,
to answer these needs in the a phone number. All applications
Mobilization
actions in ;
· ·
k 1· t c h en an d a floor is the president s bedroom,
plans. The President and Mrs. should be addressed to; Eve
l ivtroom,
d" ·
Chicago,
relating
to•
basement. Some of the bedrooms located directly above the m~g Golding left it up to the Shelnutt, Nexus, room 511-c.
"Conspiracy'' trials and the I
have small terraces which area. It, too, h~s a t~rrace with architect to translate these needs
war. Guerrilla theater march
These should be given to the
overlook the woods. The small glass doors leadmg to it. The. fact into a building. The result was a
down State. St., tribunal on
Secretary in the student affairs
nave
well planned residence, perfectly office, Millet Hall. Students may
. the f terraces
s1·tt"mg room - wh'1c h overlooks a that none of
th
d
war and repression and rock
semi-enclosed, landscaped garden the sameh vie~ 0 f : w~t~ s, functional.
concert are planned.
also call the editor at 253-1068.
may also be used as an adds to t e vanety o t e se 1~g.
Although its style is modern,
'1

I
l

I
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Le_Uers To The Editor
I Apologize

VOTE "YES".. .ISSUE NO. I
.. The choice really boils down to this, do we want to offer
politically aware and concerned young adults the opportunity to
work within the system with reasonable hope of influencing it? Or do
we want .to keep them barricaded outside it , where many feel they
can have unpact only through resort to destructive activities?"
Dayton Daily editorial
This November 4 Ohioans will be voting on Issue Number One,
the ballot to lower the voting age from 21 to 19. The decision of
each voter should bear in mind the changed position of the youth in
our society and what this change can mean in terms of the
democratic process. Young adults have earned the right and the
responsibility to help make t11t decisions that are so seriously
affecting them by having given t! , ::- time, energy and even their lives
to America. The right to vote is little to ask in return for what 19
and 20 year olds are expected to give.
Americas young adults are the best informed generation in our
history thanks to television, news media and improved opportunities
for education. They accept responsibilities that other generations
took on at a much later age such as paying taxes, supporting families
and serving as soldiers.
The youth of America have ideas and energy which can be of the
utmost benefit to our society. They want what everyone else wants
and will work to get it. Won't YOU the voter give them the chance.
"Imagine an election issue that will cost voters nothing, has broad
bi-partisan support and yet shows scant sign of surviving the ballot.
That's Issue Number One in Ohio this year."

Dear Editor,
At our Moratorium I made
some very cutting and critical
comments to some of those
people involved in organizing the
activities, especially to Kirk
Gilbert who helped plan the
"Festival of Life." The idea
behind this "Festival of Life"
was to show the beauty of
getting together, the beauty of
loving and of living, as opposed
to the "Festival of Death" that
takes place every day in
Vietnam. Thus the band and the
dancing was included in our
Moratorium activities so that one
might be moved by his emotions
to see the importance of being a
free and happy individual and to
realize the futility of hating and
killing any man for any reason.
There are ways one could
criticize what went on here
October 15. It wasn't perfect.
But, it was the honest effort of
many WSU students to
demonstrate for peace and joy.
So for my rash judgements
and cruel comments I want to
apologize to Kirk. I realize that
apology isn't enough, but I hope
to turn this useless criticism in to

helpful suggestions for next
month's Moratorium and
encourage other students who
criticize as I did to join in and
help. For although our ideas may
differ as to how to bring an end
to U.S. participation in the war,
I feel safe in saying we all want
peace.
Connie. Cochran

As far as personnel goes, the
commurucation office is small ·
thus ttie hiring of two new staff
assistants can mean a big step
towards growth.
Mrs. Lindalee Brownstein and
Miss Susan Huff are the new
Dear Editor,
I would like to comment on staff assistants under Communi
the Don Cossack Chorus that cations Director, Alan Herbert.
performed in the Oelman Hall Communications is the Univer
auditorium on October 20. sity's, Public Relations division,
Rarely are the students at Wright which was reactivated after Mr.
State treated to such cultural Herbert became director this past
enlightenment, so it is my sincere June. Besides Mrs. Brownstein
wish that all those who attended and Miss Huff, Mr. Herbert is
will be left with a favorable, assisted by his secretary and a
part time student.
lasting impression.
Mrs. Lindalee Brownstein
Because we are competing
with the Soviet Union on all explained her and Miss Huffs job
levels, I feel it is important for as sending news releases to com
all Americans to familiarize munication agencies such as
themselves with the Russian way broadcasting networks, news
of life, and the Don Cossack papers and magazines. Informa
Chorus is a good example of tion is also sent to -various other
organizations. If a certain state
Russian songs and dances.
Sincerely, or national organization would
Leonard F ornalik be interested in a professor's
work, Mrs. Brownstein explained,
she would send information to

C.Ossack Comment

By FLOYD NORRIS

The GUARDIAN Is a member of the inter-collegiate press and the
College P r - Service. International end National advertising is printed
through •soclatlon with National Educational Advertising Service. For
edvertising information, call 426-6650 
ext. 538.
Th• GUARDIAN offic• are located In room 458 W. Millett Hall.

Editor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . . • . . • . . . . • . . • . . Mickie Cornett
Managing Editor • • • • • • • . . • • . . • . . • . . • . • . . • . • . . Jennifer Gaylor
Business Manager • • • . • • • . . . • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . • Walt Moulton
Sports Editor • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • Robert Arnold
Cartoonist • • • • • • • • . • • . • . • • • . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . Leonard Fornalik
Staff • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . • . . . • . . • . . John Walker, Jon Brazelton
Ann Moloney, Joe Kingsley,
Kathy Frampton, Toni Ton.o ni.
Patty Beaver.
Photographers . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • . • . . • . . . . Mike Harris, Larry Gold
Jim Grant
Advisor . • . . • • • . • . • . • . . . • • . . . . • . . • . . . • . • • . Dr. Allan $pette.r
Technlc.al Advisor · • • . . . • • . ·. . . . . . • . . . . · . . . . . · Chert" Cornett

By JOANN GELLER
Guardian Staff Writer

End Demanded the~iss
P e n a II•t I• e s
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The GUARDIAN Is publlshed -ttkly by the Wright State University.
The opinions expreued herein are those of the editorial board and do not
nec-rlly reflect the attitudes or opinions of the faculty or admlnis
.tratlon.

Communications ·
Staff Grows

LOS ANGELES - (CPS) - A Senate sub-committee has been told
here that marijuana is in many ways a better drug to take than
alcohol and that Operation Intercept, if successful , would merely
drive more people to dangerous drugs such as amphetami11es.
A series of witnesses testifying
·
before the sub-committee on at the University ot California
alcoholism and narcotics, chaired Medical Center in San Francisco·
by Senator Harold Hughes Dr. David Smith, founder of th~
(D-Iowa), told the committee Haight-Ashbury Free Medical

that penalties for drug usage Clinic; and Dt .William
should be ended. These included McGlothlin of the UCLA
Dr. Joel Fort, a Berkeley, Department of Psychology.
professor and former consultant
Fort told the sub-committee
of drug abuse to the World
Health Organization; Dr. Roger that it is "totally immoral and
Smith,
director of the hypocritical to express concern
Amphetamine Research Project about marijuana smoking without
worrying also about other kinds
of smoking." Tobacco, he said, is
clearly as dangerous as marijuana.
Under questioning about
possible harmful effects of
various drugs, Fort told the
committee of one drug that
''accounts for thousands of
deaths every year, that, despite
decades of use, still works on the
brain in ways we do not
understand, and that has caused
not only chr.omosomal damage
but actual birth defects. " The .
It's Easy Too. Fill Out Your Ad Message And Drop It Off At The
drug is aspirin.
McGlothlin told of a study of
GUARDIAN Office, 267 Allyn, or Mail Direct:
middle class whites who had
been initiated to marijuana some
9053 Col. Glenn, Dayton, Ohio 45432
twenty years ago. All had used it
for several years, and some were
still smoking it regularly. The
•.•.•......••..........••.•••••.•..•..•.............•......•..•.•••.•.......••....•...••
study found that it was used as a
subs ti tu te for alcohol. Those who
•••..••.•........••.............••.•...•.............•...........•.........•....•...•.••
had overused marijuana had also
overused a)cohol at a different
period of their lives and would
probably do so again if they
were to stop using marijuana.
CHECK ONE
"Of the two drugs," he said,
[ ]
MISCELLANEOUS
"alcohol is probably the more
[ ] HELP WANTED
disruptive when used to excess."
[ ]
Roger Smith, who has set up
FOR SALE
a clinic in San Francisco, told
[ ] OTHER
(CHEAP TOO!)
the committee that, "As a result

FILL OUT

Students Find The Best Way To Communicate

FAST Is In The Classifieds

........................................................................................

.05 Per Word

Huff will be responsible
for information involving the
Division of Liberal Arts and Busi
ness Administration. Mrs. Brown
stein will cover the Division of
Education and, Science and Engi
neering.
Miss Huff and Mrs. Brown
stein ·will also handle communica
tions with.in the University. They
also work on a small newspaper
for the Faculty and Staff.
Mrs. Brownstein is a graduate
of the University of Maryland,
where she received her B.S. in
Journalism, she also worked on
the student newspaper there. Pre
vious to her present job she
worked on "The Chelsea Stand
ard," in Chelsea, Michigan. Miss
Huff is a graduate of Ohio State,
and has a B.S. in Education. She
taught for one year at Roosevelt
Roads High School in Puerto
Rico and one year at Vandalia
Butler.
of this past summt:r s marijuana
drought, many users are turning
to other drugs." If Operation
Intercept is successful, this
pattern will increase, he said. San
Francisco dopers are still getting
large quantities of hash from
North Africa and grass from such
midwestern states as Iowa and
Kansas, but prices are up for
marijuana
'
Hughes said he had told his
17-year-old daughter that he
hoped she would never smoke
marijuana, but that if she
decided to do so, "I hoped she'd
tell me so that we could smoke
it together."
marijuana, Smith said .
Hughes aggreed with the
witnesses that drug laws relating
to users are overly punitive.
"Excessively severe, almost
sadistic, levels of punishment do
not deter a young generation
determined to turn on," Hughes
told the committee. "We must
guard against having punishment
more damaging to society than
the offense."
I
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Whe re It's At

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

• • •

CONCERT AND RECITAL SCHEDULE
FALL QUARTER, 1969

Dear Doctor Golding:

STUDENT RECITAL .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . October 27, 3 :30 P.M.
Rehearsal Room, Allyn

I sat among some four or five hundred students Moratorium
HIGH SCHOOL INVITATIONAL
Wednesday and I listened to you, enrapt, because for the first f me I
CHORAL FESTIVAL .. .. ... .. . . . . . . .. November 8, 3:30 P.M.
felt that I had been able to understand you, to relate your ideas to
Oelman Auditorium
you as a person and to my ideas and myself as a person. And as I
returned home from campus I mulled over and over to myself what I
narrow -minded, top quality STAGE BAND CONCERT . . . . . . . ..... November 10, 3:30 P.M.
had heard you say. This is not to say that what I heard you say was ,
Oelman Auditorium
technicians. The great thinkers of
indeed , what you said, but rather, how I perceived your words.
would
have
rejoiced
at
the
past
You stipula ted two levels to
STUQENT RECITAL
. . . . . . . . November 24, 3 :30 P.M.
the University : the individual and me . tl{at your idealized " Institu your words. But I can only sit
Rehearsal Room, Allyn
how
you
are
going
and
wonder
the institution . And you spoke tion", to accomplish its aim,
of these two entities as being should, rather, address itself to to make the "Institutional" part. FACULTY STRING QUARTET . . . . . . . . . . December 1, 3:30 P.M.
distinct, with each having the not only expanding knowledge , of Wright State a really unbiased,
Upper Hearth Lounge
responsibility for distinct but to the study of how we use uncoercive value-neutral part of
Student Center
functions. Your primary this knowledge, how we relate the University. Certainly not
with
a
Board
of
Directors
(The
emphasis, it seemed, was on the knowledge between the major
CHORAL CONCERT .. .... . . . . . . ..... December 7, 4:00 P.M.
idea that in a public institution academic fields, and how our Board of Trustees) that are
Oelrnan Auditorium
political
appointees.
of higher learning, the institution knowledge, in its idealized com
I wish I could find things as
itself should take no official partmental niches, relates to us
BAND CONCERT ... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . December 7, 8: 15 P.M.
posture on society and its as we are: finite, feeling beings. simple as you have shown them.
Oelman Auditorium
problems, but, rather, should Your idealized institution teaches Perhaps if I did, then I could be
a
little
less
wordy
and
a
little
make its primary mission that of us how to learn , but not how to
COLLEGIUM MUSICUM .. . . . . . . . . . . . . December 8, 3:30 P.M.
more coherent.
creating an
atmosphere think.
Upper Hearth Lounge
Comment
is
invited.
If the University "Institution"
"a-everything" so that we, the
Student Center
students and the faculty, can could remain 'objective' , then
*
*
*
*
achieve the attainment of that your pleas for neutrality would
"thing" we had come to pursue, be unchallengeable. But if you
The W.S.U. Artist-Lecture Committee will sponsor:
knowledge. You felt , it seemed, speak of an idealized neutrality
THE DON COSSACKS CHORUS . . . . . . . October 20, 3 :30 P.M .
PITTSBURGH
(CPS)
The
that knowledge comes only out or objectivity, then you are de- Pitt News, on strike for two
·oelman Auditorium
de
d.
We
could
only
be
1
u
of a free structure , where,
weeks , resumed publication
unaffe cted by biases and objective if we were aware of October
13 after winn ing•-----------*-----*-...-*-•*-----------
prejudices, we can, as individuals, ourselves completely . And so it is demands of $9 ,000 in staff
come to understand
the with the Insitution. Is it aware of salaries, a journalism _seminar for
complexity of life , and, itself in all of its totality? If it academic credit, and over $4,000
unhindered by these biases, were, then it would recognize additional cash for printing costs.
expand knowledge. You also said that not correlating knowledge
The crisis occurred when the
that having knowledge was in with the world that that Student Government cut the
itself insufficient for guaranteeing knowledge is supposed to newspaper budget by $1 7 ,000
that we could act responsibly to describe is only showing us a half more than half of• the $39 ,000
FAIRBORN, OHIO
the demands and situations of of reality. Wouldn't it be more they had asked for, and merit
realistic for . the lnsitution to
society.
scholarships were dropped for
Mt;MBER
MEMBER FEDERAL
admit its biases, or at least try to
staff members.
fEDERAL RESERVE
DEPOSl:T INSURANCE
"Wonderful", I thought while define them so that we might be
"It's just not fun anymore
SYSTEM
CORPORATION
driving home. But I was uneasy, able to apply our knowledge to a
when you spend 80 hours a week
because your words spoke to me definite frame of reference in
up here and get didley," said
and I ingested them, but they trying to relate our heads to our
Phone. 878-8681
Sports Editor Jerry Gruebel. The
didn't fill me up . And it was bodies? Could not the University
$9 ,000 will be divided up to pay
only later that I came to know recognize itself · as a center for
for the editors and business staff
what your words didn't say to the expansion knowledge, and at
tuitions as well as for some
me . They didn't say to me that the same time relate itself
reporters' stories. This, the News
you were speaking of idealized "Institutionally" to the pressing
feels, will improve the paper
functions. They didn't tell me of problems of our times? Should
" qualitatively."
the deficiencies of the University we expect our "Institution" to
Students will also receive one
that serve to weaken your function any differently than our
credit each semester for working
distinctions. They didn't speak to idealized free society? Shouldn't
on the
Pitt News
and
me of what it meant to function it, also, in a free and democratic
participating in a journalism
to
"Institutionally"
way,
be
able
within the institution, as . an
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
seminar. Staff morale, however,
Pa.......I C.119aftt N - - r y . . . . . . . 18
individual, and be objective . In agree or disagree with the issues
remains
a
problem.
"You
still
fact, they didn't speak at all of facing society?
DAYTON
BIOLOGICAL
INCORP.
, . . L Helena
So it is that I find your really wonder who cares if the
the difficulties of objectivity, and
comes
out
again,"
said
paper
ever
tliey said little or nothing of how model. Its pieces are only pieces
Editor Dave Tiernan.
these idealized factions were to of a larger whole . And,
paradoxically, while
your
interact.
It seems to me , then, that if I assertion that the free quest of
am going to accept your distinc know ledge in a neutral
tions , I am going to have to look atmosphere is probably the most
for those areas of shortcomings fruitful, it is, at the same time ,
that keep your idealized model the most destructive, because it
Dr. Gina Cerrninara, noted lecturer and author of the best seller
from operating efficiently. Where isolates us to only one aspect of "Many Mansions" will speak in Dayton on Thursday, October 30,
do I think your model has fallen reality . It speaks only to a under the sponsorship of the Edgar Cayce Study Groups of the
at
self-righteous mind that has come Dayton area. Her lecture, scheduled for 8 P.M. at Wampler's Silver
short?
The most important short to believe in rationality and . Arena, 1101 Shiloh Springs Road, will be titled "The Significance of
coming is in your concept of the objectivity as a set of formulae Edgar Cayce for the Twentieth Century."
'institutional' objective of the that can be explicitly stated and
Featuring . . .
She will also be seen on the
University. In this area you speak followed. It speaks of an Phil Donahue program
on Virginia, to investigate the files
"THE
EQUATIONS"
to us of the unfettered search for exactness and a rightness that WLW-D · that morning discussing of the American psychic, Edgar
should
be
universally
accepted.
knowledge. Does our University
Reincarnation and her books, Cayce. What had been intended
really support this idea? Or does But it says nothing about how it "Many Mansions," "The World as a few weeks of academic
it, rather, just serve to show us a can lead two men to different Within," and "Many Lives, Many survey became several years of
compartmentalized world of answers.
intensive study and resulted in
Loves."
So it was that I found your
cause and effect, a world that
Gina Corrninara was born in Dr. Cerminara's book, "Many
insufficient. Our Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
has definite answers, a world that words
and Mansions" (now in its 18th
9 - 1
can be technolgically mastered, University "Institution" does received her B.A., M.A., and printing). This enduring work
$1.50 Per Gal
it
has
set
show
a
bias,
because
and a · world in which we can
Ph.D.
degrees from
the was followed by "The World
$2.00 Per Guy
function ·efficiently merely by itself out not as a center for the University of Wisconsin. Shortly Within" (now in its 7th printing)
Casual Dress
learning
and
expansion
of
learning a series of rules and
after receiving her doctorate in and "Many Lives, Many Loves,"
regulations, by learning the 'ob  knowledge, but as a rnindrnill, psychology, she went to the contributions to an even deeper
where the primary objective of Association for Research and exploration of the fascinating
jective' truths of one, small , con
Hills &. Dales
3150 S. Dixie
cise. specialized field. It seems to the institution is to crank out Enlightenment at Virginia· Beacli.; subjeet of reincarnation.

Pitt News
Ends Strike

First National Bank

BLOOD DONORS
Cash Paid • .• •
$10.00

Author of "Many Mansions"
To Speak in Dayton

Singles 
Start
Something
Some Friday

P.O.E.T.S.

OCTOBER 31st

All the Beer
You Cqn Drink

CHRISTOR CLUB

I
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J-::- By John P. McGraw
I

L'hristian's Comer

\

How War Affects Christians
Now., 'Should a Christian sup
The Christian's position con
port
the war in Vietnam?' Being
cerning the war in Vietnam is
a child of God by faith in Jesus
that which is given in the scrip
tures. There are three questions Christ, and not an intrinsic part
that need to be considered: (1) of the world system, the Chris
What is the War's source; (2) tian who knows the scriptures
What is the solution to the war; (there are not many) realizes that
he does not have to give a
and (3) Should a Christian sup
dogmatic answer to this question.
port the war?
If
a Christian follows the dictates
The person that accepts the
scriptures realizes that the cause of his conscience and the com
for the Yietnam war (or any mands of the scriptures, he
other war) is far deeper than knows that he is 'subject to the
class conflict or international powers that be, for they are
confrontation. He realizes that ordained of God.' (Rom. 13 :8)
wars come from a basic flaw Therefore, although a Christian
within all individuals. And he may abhor the Vietnam war (or
also knows that in order to any other war) he knows that a
conscientious objector finds no
change any system, the individu
als in the system must be comfort within the word of God.
For a Christian to participate in
changed. In other words, revolu
a
war does not necessarily con
tion is not the answer. Individual
note support for the war any
conversion is. Protesting the im
morality of a war and ignoring more than participating in put
the immorality within our own ting out a fire means that a
lives will accomplish nothing, but fireman is in favor of having
more war. It seems ludicrous to fires.
The real answer to this final
me that a generation, which wor
ries so little about personal question - whether or not a
morality, should worry so much Christian should support the war
about the "immorality" of war. - is that a Christian should not
"From whence comes wars and be concerned with whether he
fightings among you? Come they should be supporting or not sup
not hence, even of your lusts porting the war. He should real
that war in your members?" ize the historical significance of
all wars and he should busy
(James 4 : 1)
Next, -what is the solution to himself with delivering to indi
the war (if there is a solution at viduals the same message that
all)? What should concern the brought peace to his own heart,
namely, "Christ died for our sins
Christi~r.. is the solution to war
according to the scriptures . . . "
in general, and not the temporal
solution to what exists in South " Therefore being justified by
faith, we have PEACE with God
East Asia today.
through our Lord Jesus Christ
If history has proven anything
... " "Believe on the Lord Jesus
(and for most people it has not)
Christ and thou shalt be saved
it is that for the past 6,000 years
man has been incapable of gov
erning himself without war, tears, '~::c,:::>::::::::::~:~m>::::>>~o:os;::-:;:1=;:,-:;::::::::3:0.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~
and bloodshed. Is there a solu
tion? God's ultimate plan in· rela
THOMAS G. EV ANS
tion to man's existence is the
He received a B.S. in Account
answer. Only when God directly
Thomas G. Evans, formerly of
ing from Pennsylvania State Uni
intervenes in the affairs of man Hazelton, Pennsylvania, is now
versity in 1965 and a M.B.A.
kind and submits all powers to serving as Assistant Professor of
from Michigan State University
his theocratic rule - suppressing Accountancy at Wright State
in 1966.
all unrighteousness, which is the University in Dayton, Ohio.
Wright State University is now
basic cause for war - will man
Mr. Evans graduated from
in its sixth year of operation. It
live in continual peace with his Michigan State University on
began as a joint branch campus
fellowman. "The kindgoms of June 8, 1969, receiving a Ph.D.
of Ohio State University and
this world are become the king in Business Administration with a
Miami (of Ohio) University in
doms of our Lord, and of his major in accounting.
1964. In October of 1967 it
Christ; and he shall reign forever
received full university status.

A '1J

WEDNESDAY
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9 P.M. EST

CBS -1-ry

It's new ... it's Sinatra
all the way.

BUDWEISER<!> • KING OF BEERS<!> • ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS
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professo r shons

and forever." (Rev. 11: 15)

"DR. MALCOLM L. RITCIDE

HASTY TASTY
1864 Col. Glenn Highway

FAST SELF-SERVICE

Special
5

Cheeseburgers For

$1.00

Dr. Malcolm L. Ritchie,
Professor of Psychology and
Engineering at Wright State
University, received one of two
Alumni Distinguished Service
Awards given by Graceland Col
lege, Lamoni, Iowa.
The award is given in recogni
tion of service to the college,
community or nation.
Dr. Ritchie, a native of Texas,
was educated at Texas Tech,
Graceland, University of Califor
nia, and University of Illinois,
where he received his Ph.D. in
1953 .
In 1957 he formed Ritchie,
Inc. to do contract research and
consultation in Engineering
Psychology. Since that time he
has been president and technical
director, and participated in each
of the manned space programs.

DR. RUBIN BATTINO
Among his numerous activi,ties
is Vice Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of Graceland College.
DR. JERRY HUBSCHMAN
Dr. Jerry H. Hubschrnan, a
graduate of State University of
New Yrok, recently presented an
invited paper at the Fourth Euro
pean Symposium on Marine
Biology in Bangor, North Wales.
Dr. Hubschman, now an As
sociate Professor of Biology at
Wright State University, Dayton,
0., received an A.A.S. degree in
Animal Husbandry from State
University of New York in 1956.
His paper, concerning growth and
development of shrimp, repre
sented aspects of his research
over the past 10 years.
Scientists from 27 nations
joined Dr. Hubschman for the
symposium, marking the 21st an
niversary of the Marine Sciences
Laboratory. The two themes
shaping the conference were
Biology of Matine Larvae and
Light in the Marine Environment.
Wright State, now in its sixth
year, was originally · a branch
campus sponsored jointly by
Miami University and Ohio State
University. It became indepen
dent in 1967 and now serves
8,700 students. Dr. Hubschman
has been a faculty member since
1964.

Dr . Rubin Battino, a 1953
graduate of City College of New
York, participated in the First
International Conference on
Calorimetry and Thermo
dynamics in Warsaw, Poland, this
fall.
Dr. Battino , a Professor of
Chemistry at Wright State Uni
versity, Dayton , 0. , gave a talk
entitled "Volume Changes on
Mixing for Binary Mixtures of
Liquids - A Review. "
About 240 scientists from 27
countries joined Dr. Battino at
the conference, jointly sponsored
by the International Union of
Pure and Applied Chemistry and
the Polish Academy of Sciences.
The meetings were held in the
towering Palace of Science and
Culture, a copy of Moscow Uni
. versity presented by Stalin to the
Polish people.
Quring the trip Dr. Battino
visited the laboratory of his Post
doctoral Research Associate , Dr.
Emmerich Wilhelm, in Vienna,
Avstria. Dr. Wilhelm and his wife
are spending a year and a half
visiting Wright State.
Wright State University, now
in its sixth year , was originally a
branch campus supported by
Ohio State and Miami Univer
sities. It became independent two
years ago, -and now serves 8,700
students. Dr. Battino joined the
faculty in 1966.
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Flicks From Which to Pick
BOB & CAROL
& TED & ALICE
STARS: NATALIE WOOD,
ROBERT CULP, ELLIOTT
GOULD, DY AN CANNON.
Released by Columbia. Producer:
Larry Tucker. Director: Paul
Mazursky. Written by Paul
Ma z ursky, Larry Tucker.
Photography: Charles E. Long.
Music: Ouincv Jones. 104 min.
After a week end of confron
tation therapy at "The Insti
tute," Hollywood couple Bob
and Carol (Robert Culp and
Natalie Wood), now liberated to
feel and to express their feelings,
go overboard with love and
understanding for everyone. They
return full of new concepts
which they try to share with
their best friends, attorney Ted
(Elliott Gould) and his wife Alice
(Dyan Cannon). Trouble starts
when Bob confesses to a casual
infidelity, for which Carol freely
forgives him, and praises his hon
esty. She tells Ted and Alice '
about it, and the two are so
outraged that their own hitherto
monogamous and satisfactory sex
life suffers a setback. The new
tolerance and 'deepening relation
ships' are put further to the test
by all concerned before they
decide to swap mates in com
plete togetherness in one king
sized bed. But they discover that
it just doesn't work. The irrever
ent social satire, slick in its trim
mings and backgrounds, has a
sharp bite in its characters, dia
logue and frank appraisal of
modern marriage and mores.
A BLACK VEIL FOR LISA
STARS: JOHN MILLS,
LUCIANA PALUZZI, ROBERT
HOFFMAN. Released by
Commonwealth United.
Producer: Giorgio Venturini.
Director: Massimo Dallamano.
Screenplay: Giuseppe Belli,
Vittoriano Patrick, Massimo
Dallamano, Audrey Nohra.
Photography: Angelo Lotti.
Music: Dick Markowitz. 88 min.
The head of the Interpol
Narcotics Bureau, (John Mills), is
tracking down the perpetrator of
a series of gruesome murders, but
is distracted to the point of
frenzy by the jealous suspicions
of his young wife, Lisa. When
the murderer is apprehended,
Mills makes a deal with him to
kill the faithless beauty. But the
man succumbs to the charms of
his intended victim and they
have a brief affair. In a
subsequent deperate struggle
between Mills and the handsome
lover the detective is killed.

When the murdered hurries back
to his inamorata, the police close
in and the gorgeous Lisa is left
by the grave side in her black
veil.
ACE HIGH
STARS: ELI WALLACH,
TERENCE HILLL. Released to
Paramount. Producers: Chrono
Conematografica, S.p.A.,
Director: Giuseppe Colizzi.
Screenplay : Giuseppe Colizzi.
Cinematographer: Marcello
Masciocchi. Music: Carlo
Rustichelli. 122 min.
An Italian-made western
presents Eli Wallach as a
happy-go-lucky bank robber,
horse thief and gunslinger, who is
freed after fifteen years in prison
and goes searching for the former
Pals whose betrayal put him
there. To begin, he relieves two
bandits of their horses and
money. But they catch up with
him and there follows a cat and
t
1
th
gh a
mouse s rugg e
rou
confused succession of
happenings leading over the
border into Mexico. Finally the
busy outlaw eliminates the last
1wo of his enemies, one a
prosperous businessman and the
other the owner of a swindling
gambling casino with a crooked
wheel. Plots and counterplots are
peppered with almost continuous
violence.

ALFRED THE GREAT

Backstage .

We're beatin' the Russians
Sock it to the moon; man/
Cheer millions of Yanks

STARS: DAVID HEMMINGS,
MICHAEL YORK, PRUNELLA
RANSOME. Released by '
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Producer:
Bernard Smith. Director: . Clive
Donner. Screenplay: Ken Taylor,
James R. Webb, from the novel
by Elenor Shipley Duckett.
Photography: Alex Thompson.
Music: Raymond Leppard. 122
min.
In ninth century England,
Alfred of Wessex . (David
Hemmings) is taking his vows for
the priesthood when he is
· summoned by his brother, the
King, to lead the defense against
a surprise invasion by the
Vikings. Caught between his love
of the Church and his duty to
·his country, Alfred has little
choice and temporarily
pverCOJV:eS the invaders. At his
brother s death, he reluctantly
becomes a warrior king, married
to the proud and beautiful
daughte·r of a neighboring
nobleman. His rough treatment
on their wedding night alienates
her, and when the Viking chief
demands her as hostage in an
uneasy truce, Alfred relinquishes
her. For a time he is reduced to
hiding in swamps with outlaws
and renegades, but he rouses
their allegiance, and by raising a
people's army and rallying his
nobles, succeeds in bringing
about a lasting victory over the
savage barbarians.

F1ick Review

"Starlet'·' Revives

Destroying youthful human be
ings
yeh·
blood spills on city streets
And splatters on ghetto walls
As scores of rockets fly
And gallons of napalm falls

As sheets of flame
Spray from napalm guns
Burning American boys
He who watches crime in silence
And Vietnamese boys
Destroying· YQUthful human be- Commits it
He who willfully ignores it
ings
Propagates it/
Well, go to the goddam moon
As dirty cops
You miserable misericians
Ruthlessly incarnage
If reason won't sway you
The poor poor deniso ns
Reality will/
Of the U.S. ghettos
You might evade our words
Burning American boys
Black, white, and Puerto Rican But you can't evade the truth
Not forever.
boys
L J Ennis

WWSU Radio on the Air
radio programs will include
modern . music, interviews, news
coverage, and sports news.
In a recent interview with WWSU music will range from
Public Relations Manager for popular top hits to contemporary
WWSU Radio: Mike Hax, the favorites, with a "something for
Guardian became well-informed everyone" policy.
Interviews will also be held
on Wright State's newly reincarnated radio programs.
with important people behind
Mike stated that although · the scenes, who are working for
there are a number of technical the betterment of WSU. These
difficulties and more new interviews will also include
equipment is needed, WWSU off-campus stars such as Bob
intends to begin broadcasting the Crane, Joanne Worley, and
week of October 27. TI1is Jessica Walters. With such
broadcasting will be limited to exciting goals, it seems WWSU
the University's Allyn Hall will confront no major problems.
Cafeteria and the Student Union. But Mike emphasized: "We need
The tentative programming people; people who are interested
schedule indicates that and willing to work." And with
broadcasting will begin at 8:00 Mr. Bill Lehman for advisor, an
A.M. and end at 5:00 P.M. The office and a studio, WWSU could
really develop into a regualr FM
station /one · of their goals/,
broadcasting into the area, if it
had willing students working.
· Yes, WWSU is still alive and
ticking in the second floor of
Allyn Hall.
EVA HORANYI
FRESHMAN REPORTER

Good Ole Pornography
By TOM MILLER

College Press Service

(CPS)
Pornography is
having a revival. Sex is good
wholesome fun. Nasty sex is even
more wholesome. New sex papers
in New York are emarrassingly
successful
one is even
considering coming out with a
sex daily. Other long time
periodicals have been using the
sex angle for years with gory
details of how a girl was
gang-raped repeatedly and loved
it, incest with a seven-year-old
daughter who got pregnant, and
other funny stories.
But now in the age of
McLuhan, film takes over as the
primary ' conveyor of sex
titillation, so the book "I am
Curious (Yellow)" raised nary a
voice, but the mov~e got all the
publicity. Such is the case with
the Entertainment Ventures'
relea~e "Starlet!"

"Starlett!" is about a nudie
film factory in Hollywood named
Entertainment Ventures which
goes about the sleazy job of
turning out stag flicks and
feature length skin jobs. Included
in the movie is the filming of a
stag film, plus the interaction
among the cast and crew at the
EV studios.
Call it pornographic
navel-gazing if you will. The
crowd at EV must have had a
proverbial ball wo~king on this
one. There is a thread of a plot,
for people who care about such
things. Carol Yates, ambitious
young actress, does a short ball
scene for a stag film. She is
picked to do another, better
film, and eventually becomes a
top sex symbol of EV. (Her
biggest flick is about sex on
campus, called "A Youth in
Babylon.") Meanwhile, her
roommates have deviations -going

for them: one is a virgin at 23,
and, as if that weren't bad
enough, is engaged to a · nudie
film director, raped by another
director, and casts off her fiance
when he asks here to star in a
sex flick on the pilgrims called
"They All Came Across."
Done in fine taste, the movie
was well within my wildest
expectations. It went to court in
Tucson, Arizona, and won. And
it's a good thing, too, becaus,· to
deprive people of a self-conscious
spoof of the whole sleazy porno
film industry would be tragic; a
tragedy for EV, for the censol6,
for the media freaks, for S & M
fans, but most of all for lovers of
good, wholesome pornography.
(Tom Miller, a former CPS
editor, has written for Rolling
Stone and Hard Times, among
other periodicals. He is currently
a highly unsuccessful free-lance
writer in Tucson, Arizona.)

STOP
at the FISH Coffeehouse in Fairborn on
Friday nights from 8 to 12 p. m.
For m eaningful dialog, rdr cshm ents
and the oppcrtunity to do your thing try
the FISH.
THE FISH
MIDDLE ANO 2.NO ST .
FAIRBORN,

OHIO

':"I .
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WSU Sports

Karate Club
Begins Classes

I

around noon and caught a plane
from Cincinnati to wherever I
had to go . I flew back to
After turning down the coach
Cincinnati on Sunday to pick up
ing position offered by Old Do 
my car and drove to Dayton."
minion college, John Ross de
Donoher likes to call Ross
cide d that he had better go after "more of an assistant than a
that elusive master's degree. He scout. He did about 80% of our
enrolled at Xavier University and scouting. He brought back his
went to classes on Saturdays. thorough reports and briefed the
Even though Ross had two boys on the other teams'
important commitments, that of personnel." Donoher contends
his family and his teaching job, that Ross did an excellent job in
he was still able to find time to scouting Auburn's shuffle offense
obtain his master' s dgree.
which helped UD beat Auburn in
Ross kept his hand in the -. Sugar Bowl tournament
basketball at
this time by 85-71.
scouting for 'the University of
"I got as much benefit from
Dayton and other area college the scouting as Dayton," said
basketball teams. Donoher, the Ross. "I got to see many
UD coach, asked Ross to scout different offenses and defenses.
for him as soon as he had heard You learn basketball everywhere.
that Ross had resigned his I even learn things from watching
coaching position at Belmont. "It a junior high coach. Everyone
wasn' t easy," said Ross. "I has their own coaching theories
usually left classes from Xavier and methods."
THIRD OF A SERIES

Mike Rado saves WSU from another attempt by Oberlin to score.
game went into a double overtime before Oberlin came out on top by a
score of 3 -2. It was won on a penalty kick in the last two minutes.

ws_u

goes down fighting'.

WSU Senate News and Activities
DRAFT
CODE OF REGULATIONS
OF
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
ARTICLE VI
Conduct
The following draft is incomplete
and has been edited to its length.
Complete drafts can be obtained by
contacting Larry H arz i nsk i, ext. 538 .
SECTION 6 .01
GENERAL POLICY
A . The purpose of this Article VI
is ( 1) to insure that the effective
functioning of the University and the
pursuit by its members and visitors of
legitimate purposes shall not be inter 
fered with or interrupted by such
members and visitors,
and (2) to
provide that the process of regulating
conduct shall be beneficial to all who
are involved in it, and to the Univer 
sity.
B. Misconduct under these regu la 
tions is not merely a signal for the
restoration of order; it is also an
opportunity for the agencies charged '
with responsibilities hereunder to con 
tribute to the education of violators
and others, and to work toward the
enrichment of the academic com 
munity . The goal of regulating con 
duct is to educate individuals, further
the interests of the University, and
protect both; it is not to punish .
SECTION 6.02 - RELATION
OF UNIVERISTY REGULATIONS
TO LOCAL , STATE AND
FEDERAL LAW
These regulations relate to Wright
State University as an academic com 
munity and in no way affect the
operation of local, state or federal
law.
SECTION 6.03 - FREEDOM
OF EXPRESSION, PEACEF\.!L
ASSEMBLY AND P ETITION
The University recognizes the right
of its members to peacefully assemble
on campus to demonstrate the con 
cern
over
matters
which
interest
them, and for other lawful purposes;
and to petition any organ or agency
of the University for the redress of
grievances, or for the reform or insti 
tution of policies, programs, or pro 
cedures to further the purposes of the
University .
These
freedoms,
being
guaranteed to all, may be limited only
where their exercise by some denies
them to others or interferes with the
effective functioning of the Univer 
sity .
SECTION 6 .04 
AUTHORITY TO
REGULATE CONDUCT
The University, or any University
body or individual member of the
faculty, administrative, or operational
staff responsible for the management
of any University function or facility,
may from time to time promulgate
such reasonable rules and regulations
n are necessary for the effective and
orderly discharge of its or his respon 
sibility .
SEc.i:toN 6 .04A 

RESTITUTION FOR
PROPERTY DAMAGE
A . In addition to any other action
authorized by
law or under this
Article VI, any person who damages,
destroys, removes without authority,
or fai Is to return an ·1 University prop 
erty shall make restitution therefor .
B . Any student failing to make
restitution may have his grades with 
held and be denied the right to
reg ister in the University or to gradu 
ate .
SECTION 6 .05 - ·
GENERAL PROHIBITIONS
A . No person may interfere with
or interrupt the functioning of the
University, its parts, or organs, or the
pursuit by its members or visitors of
legitimate purposes, by occupancy of
any
University
facility,
denial
to
others of access to any University
facility, or by noise, physical obstruc 
tion, or any other means.
8 . No person may remove without
authority or intentionally damage or
destroy University property .
C. No person may engage in any
form of hazing .
SECTION 6.06 
ACADEMIC DISHONESTY
A. No student may engage in aca 
demic dishonesty .
8.
Academic
dishonesty
means
cheating in the performance of aca 
demic work . It comprehends engaging
in any academic activity, or assisting
another to engage in such an activity,
in violation of the rules or cu stems
which insure the expen<;ling of ap
propriate individual effort in taking
tests or examinations, or in the pro 
duction of academic work .
SECTION 6 .08 
RESPONSE TO MISCONDUCT
- MAJOR ACTS
A . A major act of misconduct is
any violation of Section 6 .05 or a
flagrant violation or repeated · viola 
tions of Section 6.06.
8. Major acts of misconduct by
students will be disposed of in accord 
ance with this Section, and Sections
6 . 10 through Section 6.19. No stu 
dent may be denied access to the
campus, placed upon disciplinary pro 
bation, suspended from the Univer
sity, or dismissed from the University
except in accordance with these Sec 
tions.
SECTION 6 . 17 
STUDENT JUDICIARY
COMMITTEE 
AUTHORIZED SANCTIONS
A.
In
matters
of
original
jurisdiction heard by it, the Judiciary
Committee may , not for the purpose
of punishment, but in accordance
with the General Policy set forth in
Section 6.01 :
no
action
affecting
1 . Take
students suspected or found to
have
committed
acts
of
misconduct.
2 . Reprimand, orally or in writing,
students
found
to
have
committed acts of misconduct.
3 . Place students found to have
committed acts of misconduct
on disciplinary probation.
· • 4. '.Suspend frt>tn the· University for •

up
to
one
academic
year
students
found
to
. have
committed acts of misconduct.
Suspension may not be adjudged
unless the six or seven members
of the Committee concurring in
the judgment as provided in
Section 6 . 15 are agreed that
suspension will probably resu It
in
the
individual
concerned
completing his course at the
University
upon
his
return ,
without further misconduct .
5 . Dism i ss
from
the
University
students
found
to
have
committed acts of misconduct.
Dism i ssal
means
permanent
separation from the Universi ty
and may not be adjudged unless
t he
six
or
seven
members
concurring in the judgment as
provided in Section 6 . 15 are
agreed that the continuance of
the individual concerned as a
student, even after a suspension,
would
beyond
a
reasonable
doubt resu It in the commission
of further misconduct by the
individual or others.
SECTION 6.18 
STUDENT JUDICIARY
COMMITTEE - APPEALS
A. Any student against whom a
sanction has been imposed by the
Judiciary Committee may appeal that
sanction by presenting his appeal in
writing to the President within 10
days after delivery to him of a copy
of Parts I and II of the Findings and
Determination. He may appear, with
or
without
counsel,
before
the
President.
8. The President may affirm,
reduce, or nullify a sanction being
appealed.
C. Following the determination of
an appeal by the President, a student
aga i nst
whom
the
sanc_tion
of .
dismissal
has
been
imposed may
appeal that sanction to the Board of
Trustees of the University.
SECTION 6 . 19 
RECORD OF ACTION
TAKEN FOR MISCONDUCT
No record of action taken against a
student for misconduct shall appear
on that student's transcript of courses
or in his permanent academic record .
GROUN)D
F.
Where
there
is
reasonable
ground to conclude that a person has
violated or may presently violate Sec 
t .ion 6 .05A, he may be immediately
denied access to the campus tempor 
arily by the President or his duly
designated
representative,
provided
that the denial hereunder shall be in
keeping with the policy set forth in
Section 6 .01.
SECTION 6 . 10 .
DUE PR·OCESS
Due process at Wright State Uni 
versity means that process which is
due a violator and the University
when a violation of rules occurs. It
protects the rights and interests of
individuals, as well as the University
as an ongoing academic community.
.
• Coot1nued .

'
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You missed me!

The Karate Club began to
present activities in November of
1968. At present, the club is
renewing its st ructure and hopes
to have a definite program of
activities for the coming year.
The tentative routine for
classes is Monday and Thursday
afternoon from 4:30-6 :30 p.m. If
many styles are present among
the members, Kumite (free style
fighting) classes will be of main
interest.
Instruction will be given by
Mr. Robert Fryer. Mr. Fryer
holds a second degree black-belt
in the Genwa-Kai style. He is
very c omp etent in Kumite
techniques and will be beneficial
in the organization of a Kumite
based club.
Classes will be held in
Bellbrook at a newly remodeled
building. The address is - 6 E.
Franklin in Bellbrook, Ohio.
Men and women students are
invited to attend classes. All
styles of Karate are welcome.
For further information,
con tact Gary Van Oss at
426-4299 or Steve Muller at
893-3680.

Gymnastics Goes Varsity
Jim LeMasters
This is Mr. Sexton's first year
The new Gymnastics Team as a teacher and a coach, but, in
needs men! Only 17 candidates spite of his other commitments,
were
present
at
the he consented to become the
organizational meeting in Allyn coach of Wright State's first
Hall on September 20, and nine inter-collegiate Gymnastics
of them
were
women. Squad. Coach Sexton hopes to
Gymnastics is a trying, but very have Miss Pat Jason, Fairmont
rewarding sport, so if you are East's girls' gymnastics coach,
interested, apply. No prior assisting him with the women's
experience is needed. Practice squad.
At present the team will be
will be conducted in the evenings
at the Fairmont East gymnasium, able to suit up 12 boys and six
weekdays from 8:45 until 10: 15 , girls for the meets. All meets will
for the time being, but the time be away, with the closest ones .
and number of days of practice being at the University of
Dayton. So far only three
will vary from week to week.
The coach of the gymnasts is. triangular meets have been
Tom Sexton. Mr. Sexton is a scheduled, these are:
Jan. 16... Kent State and
graduate of Fairmont East and
University of Dayton at U.D.
the Unviersity of Oklahoma. He
Jan. 31. ..U.D. and the
has participated in gymnastics at
University of Cincinnati at
Fairmont East, the Dayton
u.c.
YMCA, and at the University of
Feb. 14. . . Louisville and
Oklahoma. Currently, he is
Miami University at Miami.
teachil}g at Fairmont East,
However, most universities
coaching their gymnastics squad,
and instructing at the Dayton Y. have promised second meets, so
there will be at least seven meets
during the season.
"We have our work cut out
for us.. .," says Coach Sexton,
"(for) we'll be meeting teams
By GARY FRY
with (men on gymnastic·s)
Guardian Staff Writer
scholarships!. ..But above all else
The Wright State Riding we need men that want to be on
Academy is entering its second the team."

Riding Club Is

In Second Year

year on campus with 86 mem
bers. Founded last February by
Joy Federle, the club offers 11
Camp Kern horses, compared
with four last year. The stables
are located at the Eleanor Brown
House, which is off Colonel
Glenn Hwy. near the University.
The location provides members
with many fields and trails for
riding.
Club dues of five dollars a
month entitles a member to
horseback riding anytime during
the week from sunup to sun
down. Members are also active
year around with picnics, parties,
dances, and other activities .
Newly elected officers are:
Jim Phillips, President, Jamie
Van De Ven, Vice-President,
Audrey Corbet, Treasurer, Larry

WSU SPORTS
The articles on this sports poge
were in part, If not entirely, con
tributed by :
Don Mohr-Athletic Director
Bob Vest-Soccer Reporter
Jim LoMoster-Basketball Reporte1

Rentchler and Dave Sisk, Care
takers.
Membership to the Wright
State Riding Club is still open.
Experience is not necessary to
join. The Club provides instruc
tors for unexperienced people,
who are interested in learning. A
Halloween Party is planned Fri
day, to give new members a
chance to get acquainted. If in
terested in joining, call ext. 300,
or stop by. Meetings are held on
the second and fourth Sunday of
each month, from 7-8 p.m. at
the Eleanor Brown House'.
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Nurse Rees Heads
Busy ·WSU Clinic
By BECKY WACKS
Freshman Reporter

Hidden in the basement of Allyn Hall is a very restful place (in
between the trumpets and the flutes, that is) respectfully entitled
"the Health Clinic." This oasis is run by the school nurse, Mrs.
Audrey Rees, R.N. She is assisted by Mr. Timothy Bridwell who acts
as orderly .
The Health Clinic is open to cold), allergies, upset stomachs,
all students, visitors, staff and and sinus trouble.
faculty
members, Monday
For the school re.cords, each
through Friday from 8:30 AM. " patient" is required to sign in
to 5 :00 P.M. The clinic is on the log book, your name,
presently equipped with three time of entrance, student number
wheel chairs, one stretcher, two and complaint.
b eds, crutches, and 10,000
In September, the clinic
Health records, plus the Graduate treated the following: Headaches,
Division and Faculty records.
45; students had four; staff had
Mrs. Rees was graduated from 38; faculty had three. Colds, 29;
Springfield Hospital. She was students had three; staff had 25;
employed at Miami Valley faculty had one. Complete Bed
Hospital for thirteen years as a Rest, 13, all of which were staff.
Registered Nurse. She spent her Upset stomachs, nine; staff had
lasl two years there in the eight; faculty had one. One case
Intensive Care Unit. When she
of dan allThergy, and thafit was a AUDREY REES WSU's health clinic nurse with her assistant, TIMOTW
came to Wright State two and a stu
ent.
ere were 1ve sore
'
·
half years ago, she brought with throats, all of which were staff. BIDWELL. .,.
Vice-Chairman °Shall serve as Chairman
her a first aid kit and a bandaid.
in the latter's absence.
th e mon th 0 f J une, th e
In
. -··
B . The Steering Committee of the
She wound up her first week . clinic
treated 36 Students 137
Typing done in my home. Mrs.
Academic Council shall nominate the
with the addition of the Student
b
d 12 f' 1t , Anna Garing, B37 -5036.
faculty members, who shall be of
t ff
mem ers an
acu y
professorial
rank.
All
faculty
Health records boarding in the Sa
nominations shall be confirmed by
members. This month Mrs. Rees
"Low Rent District" with the expects the bored staff members
the Academic Council.
,
Campus Security Police.
to go back to work and the
The
student
representative
C.
assembly
shall
select the student
Mr. Bridwell graduated from
students to replace them.
members,
and shall
designate the
Wayne High School. He has been
Photography - Wedding and General,
Chairman and Vice-Chairman .
Mike Harris, 233-6484, Jim Grant,
with the clinic for four months.
890-1366.
SECTION 6.12 
Mr. Bridwell deals mainly with
STUDENT JUDICIARY
Start
something
some
the keeping of records, but has
Friday
at
COMMITTEE - JURISDICTION
P.O .E.T.S.
administered first aid upon
A.
The
Student
Judiciary
Committee
shall
have
original
occasion. He plans to pick up a
FOR SALE: Stero 8 -track tape player
jurisdiction of the following matters :
few courses this winter in Speech
for car . Plus 21 tapes and carrying
1. Violation by students of Section
case . _ . $100. 878 -3208 .
The Traffic Appeals Com
6.05.
and Theatre at Wright State.
2 . Flagrant or repeated violations
The clinic takes care of mittee has been established. The WANTED - Solution to perplexing
of Section 6.06 .
problem. Contact Sundays.
approximately 178 paraplegic. or following sub<ommittees are:
3 . Cases of academic dishonesty
referred to the Student Judiciary
Faculty : Chairman Paul Serve
handicapped students. They not
Committee under Section 6 .09B .
- Alternate John Fortman
Col)tinued trom
only receive any necessary
Classified staff: Chairman
SECTION 6 . 13 
Page 6
medical attention, as the nurse is
STUDENT JUDICIARY
Bruce Hurley - Alternate
often called upon to charge the
SECTION 6 . 11
COMMITTEE 
Nancy Farris
STUDENT JUDICIARY
wheel chair motors and even
INVESTIGATION AND
COMMITTEE ESTABLISHED
Students:
Larry
Renchler
REFERRAL
OF MATTERS
blow up one characters wheels.
A. A Student Judiciary Committee
A . All matters involving suspected
The five major ailments The date the committee will con
is established which shall consist of
acts of misconduct over which the
four students and three members of
Student
Judiciary
Committee
has
treated in the clinic are; vine each month will be an
the
faculty .. The
Chairman
and
origin a I
ju r i sd i ct ion
sh all
be
nounced
later.
headaches, corysa (common
Vice-Chairman shall be students. The

Court

Set Up

Senate

investigated by the Dean of Students.

BETA PHI

Omeg~

RICK BASHORE
"Marathon King"
274-5474

MARK GLASCO
LEAD CEW

Will Be Collecting Donations
For The Children's Ward

DAYTON
PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
Beggars Night In Fairborn
And Beave·rcreek Area
YOUR DONATION WIU BE APPRECIATED

FUNNY YOURE A GIRL....
ONCE AMONTH YOU FEEL LIKEA

,(~{3.
You're not as mini as usual? It's only temporary,
you know. A monthly problem: _But who cares when
you have that puffy, bloated, "Oh, I'm so fat feeling"?
TRENDAR, that's who. TRENDAR'LL help k~p y~u
slim as you are all month long. Its modern dtureuc
(water-reducing) action controls temporary pre-men
strual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start
taking TRENDAR 4 to 7 days before that time. It'll help
make you look better and feel better.

TR£NOAR._ffMAK£S YOVG/.AO .YOURE A GIRL!

''THE
SHILLINGS':'
NOW AT

•

• •

ANGELO'S LOUNGE
7115 N. Dixie Drive
DAYTON BAND INSTRUMENTS
275-7771

SECTION 6.14 
STUDENT JUDICIARY
COMMITTEE 
DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
A .
The
Student
Judiciary
Committee shall conduct a fair and
impartial
hearin
and . make
a
determination of e ac h matter referred
to
it;
and
such
hearing
and
determination shall proceed regardless
whether a student duly notified of
the hearing is present. Minutes shall
be kept and a tape recording made of
all sessions of the hearing at which
evidence is presented .
1 . No member of the Committee
present at the hearing shall, prior to
the hearin·g, have taken part in the
investigation or development of the
matter being heard. Any such member
shall be disqualified from the hear ing,
and any other member who for any
reason i s unable to participate fairly
and impartially in the hear.i ng shall
make such reason known and shall
disqualify himself from the hearing.
If, upon a challenge for cause, a
member is f ound to be unable to
participate fairly and impartiall y in
the
hearing,
he shall
likewise be
disqualified from the hearing.
In
cases
of
suspension
and
dismissal
it
shall
also
contain
a
statement that six members of the
Committee concurred in the judgment
and were agreed that it would achieve
the
resu It
set
forth
in
Section
6 . 17 .A.4.,
or was
required
under
Section 6 . 17.A .5 .
Parts I and 11 of the ·F lndings and
Determination
shall
be
completed
within seven days after the hearing,
and copies thereof shall be promptly
delivered
to the students directly
concerned, the official responsible for
imposing the sanction,
if any, o r
whose sanction or requirement for
restitution
is being
appealed,
the
President, and others as appropriate.
The copy delivered to the students
directly concerned
shall · recite the
right to appeal.
SECTION 6.15 
STUDENT JUDICIARY
COMMITTEE 
QUORUM AND VOTING
A . No judgment of suspension or
dismissal may be made except upon
the
concurrence
of
at
least
six
members.
B. A member challenged for cause
may not vote in determining his own
qualification to hear a matter.
SECTION 6 . 16 
STUDENT JUDICIARY
COMMITTEE 
RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS
In the hearing of every matter
• referred to the Judiciary Committee
for hearing and determination, each
individual
whose
suspected
misconduct gave rise to such matter
has the following rights :
A . The right to receive, no less
than seven days before the hearing a
written notice enclosing a copy of
this
Article
VI,
a
copy
of
the
investigation report by the Dean of
Students, and setting forth
1. The
time and
place of the
hearing, and that it is to be held
by the Judiciary Committee;
2 . The specific violation suspected
to have been committed, and
the
sanction
or
restitution
requirement being appealed, if
any;
3 . The subsection of Section 6 . 12
under
which
the
Judiciary
Committee has jurisdiction of
the matter ;
facts
and
circumstances
4 . The
which
gave
rise
to
such
vi o I at ion,
and
sanction
or
restitution
requirement
being
appealed, if any, if not clear
from
the
Dean
of
Students
investigation report;
5 . The names of the witnesses so
far known who are to appear at
the hear ing and a summary of
their expected testimony, if not
clear from the Dean of. Students,
and
6 . That
the
matter
being
determined,
the
hearing,
the
results ,
and
the
Jndividual's
rights
in
respect
thereof
are
governed by this Article VI .
B. The right to be present at the
hearing.
C . The right to counsel of his own
choosing and to have such counsel
present at the hearing.
D . The right to challenge for cause
members of the Student Judiciary
Committee present at the hearing.
E. The right to produce witnesses,
statements, and other evidence in his
own behalf .
F . The right to be advised of all
information
presented
to
the
Committee
an d
to
refute
such
information.
G . The right
to
cross-examine
witnesses against him .
H. The right to remain silent.
I . The right to a copy of the
Committee ' s
Findings
and
Determination .
J . The right to hear the tape
recording of the hearing . .
•

,.
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How to Get Rid
Of Obscene Mail
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - (CPS)
Roger Sta ples got fed up with
junk mail cluttering his mailbox.
So he took it to the post office,
labeled it "obscene," and
requested the post office not to
deliver any more mail from the
offending advertisers.
Though the iocal postmaster
found this quite strange and
refused to do what Staples asked,
the Post Office Department's
assistant general counsel ruled
that the obscene mail law leaves
the defining of "obscenity"
squarely in the hands of the
recipient. Said he: "Under the
1aw, they (Recipients) can
1 declare that an ad for a sack of
potatoes looks sexy to them.
And if they do, "we're obliged
to act." (i.e., refuse to deliver
the mail.)
The ruling apparently includes
obscene mail from the Selective
Service System. (from Great
Speckled Bird, Atlanta.)

' 'Monk With a Mission''
By JENNIE GAYLOR

Guardian Staff Writer

For many people, education courses may be dull or simple; but
for the students who sign up for "Educational Media" with John
Ellison, the course is bound to be an experience in human emotions
as well as in educational methods.
Dr. ,Fllison first began to
Dr. Ellison feels that
teach at WSU in 1966. At that
comunication - or lack of it - is
time he
organized the
one of the most serious problems
Audio-Visual department, and
that face people today. He feels
became Director of Circular that it is extremely important for
Materials (now known as
people to know how to use and
Structural Services) - which he understand all aspects of modern
also helped to set up. For two
media. As a result, he uses
years he worked with these
records ("The Year 2525" being
departments of the library.
one of his favorite), movies ,
While he was still working in
tapes, slides, discussions, papers,
the library, Dr. Ellison began to
books, any and all forms of
teach a few education courses. It communication used by people
was then that he began to
today.
develop his interest in education,
He also feels that it is
and combine it with his interest
extremely important for teachers
in media.
to have strict morale and ethical
Shortly after that, he received codes. He is concerned with an
a grant from Southern Illinois evaluation program of professors
University. He worked on his made by the students. Students,
doctoriate at Southern Illinois he feels, have an important role
for two years, and returned to in their own education, and they
WSU last spring. Next spring, he shouldn't have to be taught by a
will leave to attend classes at teacher they think morally or
Ohio State during the spring, mentally unable to cope with
summer and Winter terms, and students.
return to Wright State to teach
Dr. Ellison practices what he
more courses in the Fall quarter.
preaches; at the end of each term
Dr. Ellison says that he likes - after grades have already been
being in education; he feels that sent out - he asks his students
it is a tremendously challenging to fill out an evaluation form.
field. His enthusiasm and the zest They don't need to sign their
he expresses for his beliefs in
names, and they don't even have
education has led him to be to fill out the form if they really
dubbed "a monk with a mission" don't want to. He is simply
by one of the students.
interested in discovering how his

The Red Cross Pleads
For Prisoners of War
WASHINGTON , D.C., Oct. 19~9 - The American Red Cross is
intensifying its efforts to open channels of communication and relief
to U.S. servicemen being held as prisoners of war in North Vietnam.
A resolution sponsored by the American society urging that
prisoners of war be given the benefits and protection of the Geneva
Conventions was adopted without a dissenting vote last month by the
representatives of 77 governments and 91 national Red Cross societies
attending the quadrennial International Conference of the Red Cross
in Istanbul.
Last week the American Red - p-ermitted to communicate with
Cross followed this action with a
other prisoners and with the
cable message to Red Cross
exterior; promptly repatriated if
societies in all parts of the world , seriously sick or wounded; and at
asking that they appeal to the
all times be protected from abuse
Red Cross society of North
or reprisals. And, as specifically
Vietnam to take appropriate
prescribed in the Convention, a
steps to insure that American
neutral intermediary such as the
prisoners are receiving the
International Committee of the
humane treatment called for in
Red Cross should be afforded
the Conventions. The Red Cross
free access to prisoners of war
societies were also urged to have
and their places of detention."
their. governments address similar
Earlier, the Senator pointed
appeals to the government of out that the steps taken by the
North Vietnam.
International Red Cross Confer
In commenting in the Senate
ence and the American Red
on this action last week, Senator
Cross are not only entirely ap
J. William Fulbright, of Arkansas,
propriate, but "should comma~d
said, "f rrespective of the nature
the support of all men of good
will :"
of the conflict which gives rise to
He added, '~The lot of a pris
his imprisonment a captor should
oner of war is at best an un
be mindful, in the words of the
Convention, that a prisoner is in
happy one, and all governments
the hands of a detaining power
should be persuaded that the
'as a result of circumstances
mistreatment of the prisoners of
war lends no support to the
independent of his own will.' He
should, as recited in the
political and military ~auses
those governments espouse.
International
Red Cross
Conference
resolution , be
Latest Department of Defense
promptly identified; afforded an
reports show that 413 American
adequate diet and medical care; officers and enlisted men are

RENAULT
of DAYTON

JOHN ELLISION
students feel about his courses; if
they enjoy the way in which it
was handled; what changes
should be made, and so on. For
the most part, the students feel
as though the course was a big
help; they not only learn about
themselves, but about the
feelings and emotions of others
as well. The students seem to
gain a benefit from some of the
more emotionally-charged class
sessions (several girls have cried
in class); is nothing else, they
learn that they can express their

true thoughts ·and ·emotions for
at least a short while.
One more thing adds to the
uniqueness of John Ellison: he
has never had a student who has
complained about his grade. "I
only give A's, B's, and
'incomplete' " said Dr. Ellison.
"Even though my students know
that they can talk to me any
time that they want to about
their progress, I have never had
any one complain about the
grade they received from my
course."

Year-End Clearance
'69 RENAULTS
66 North Main St.

:=.===========:

Court Rules Against UC
By

FLOYD

NORRIS

College Press Service

LOS ANGELES - (CPS) - A
Superior Court judge ruled
Monday (Oct. 20) that the
University of California board of
regents decision to fire Angela
Davis from the faculty of UCLA
because she is a member of the
Communist Party is illegal.
Judge Jerry Pacht enjoined
the university from expending
any more tax money to fire the
black assistant professor of
philosophy and invalidated the
1940 and 1949 general resolution
prohibiting the hiring of
Co~unists as teachers.
The action came in a
tax-payers suit filed by several
UCLA students and professors. It
was expected that the judge
would go even further and grant
a motion by Miss Davis to
known to be pnsoners of war in
North Vietnam and 91 8 others
are missmg and believed. cap
tured. Both through the world
Red Cross organization and
through diplomatic and other
channels, the American Red
Cross has sought unceasingly
since the beginning of the Viet
nam conflict to assist U.S. pris
oners.
While the government of
North Vietnam signed the 1949;
Geneva Conventions covering the .
treatment of prisoners of war, it
has refused to permit delegates
of the International Committee
of the Red Cross to visit p~is?n

invalidate the action of the
regents on Sept. 19 and Oct. 3
when they instituted dismissal
proceedings and barred her from
teaching in the meantime.
Miss Davis has been teaching a
course in philosophical themes in
black literature at UCLA during
the fall quarter. It has been ruled
a non-credit course for as long as
she is teaching it. Should the
administration not agree to
making it a credit course now,
Miss Davis probably will seek a
contempt charge against it. Pacht
held it would be "unlawful and
dangerous" to allow
membership" in a political party
to bar employment. University
General Counsel Thomas
Cunningham said the regents will
appeal the decision. Appeals are
certain to be carried to the U.S.
Supreme Court, a process that
could take considerably longer
than a year.
camps where Americans are being
held. The Hanoi government also
has refused to provide ICRC with
the names of American prisoners
they hold or to permit the reg
ular flow of mail between the
prisoners and their families in
this country.
The purpose of the Red Cross
in this renewed appeal is to strip
the issue of political and all
other partisan considerations, and
simply, in the name of humanity
and all mankind, to urge North
. Vietnam to lift its curtain of
· silence and provide relief and
comfort to these helpless men
and their grieving families.

$1 at 'your bookseller
AVAILABLE AT

McLEAN'S
GOOD BOOKS
TOWN & COUNTRY
SHOPPING CENTER

